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30 years on, come and celebrate
a record which still has not been
beaten.
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Have you got a sports car of any age, any type (Touring, Sports, GT)?
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10 days of discovery and pleasure

FREE STATE

On 5 May 1990 at 9am, Franz Hummel got behind the wheel of his
Range Rover, prepared by Halt'up, for an incredible adventure: to
drive solo from Cape Town to Algiers non-stop.
13,560 NORTHERN
km later, Franz
fulfilled his challenge after 12 days, 8 hours
CAPE
and 45 minutes. I.e. over 1,100 km a day on tracks which were
often highly-impracticable.
30 years on after this record which still has not been beaten, Franz
invites you to join him on the roads of South Africa, a country which
has marked his life. Save the dates from Monday 15 to Wednesday
24 March 2021 for the first edition of the Driver's Rally!
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The first-ever Driver's Rally will cover some 2,500 km across 100% asphalt, public roads. The driver’s
itinerary should be followed without ever thinking of speed or averages. Our Rally will include four regularity
events, which will run on well-known circuits as well as on private roads, to draw up an overall ranking. The
detailed road-book will be unveiled once the final preparations are made.
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I Departure point: East London - Prince George Circuit

East London

On Tuesday 16 March, after your arrival in South Africa, you will have the privilege of driving and brunching
on the top South African F1 circuit, the cradle of South Africa's motor sports. The Prince George Circuit, the
mythical East London track, witnessed its first race back in December 1934 and hosted three F1 Grands
Prix in the 1960s. In December 1962, Graham Hill won the event and his 1st world championship title with
his BRM P57 cheered on by 90,000 spectators! In 1963 and 1965, it was Jim Clark's turn to reign supreme
behind the wheel of his Lotus. Then in 1967, the F1 moved to the Kyalami Circuit, near Johannesburg. In
November 2021, drive with us and relive the legend!
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Well, welcome to the first-ever Driver's Rally! From the East London Circuit to Cape Town,
from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean, embark on an unforgettable journey along
asphalt roads through the very heart of the coast's wild landscapes. Mythical racing circuits,
the legendary Garden Route, famous vineyards, prestigious hotels: come and enjoy
the magic of South Africa and delight in an ever-so friendly atmosphere filled
with passion.

8 stages along paradisiacal roads
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I Arrival point: Cape Town - Killarney International Raceway
On Tuesday 23 March, after 2,500 km of unforgettable scenery, your journey will take you to Cape Town,
where you will have the unique opportunity to enjoy a driving session on the legendary Killarney International Raceway, another key F1 site, which in particular saw Stirling Moss drive his way to victory behind the
wheel of his Porsche in 1960. Cape Town, renowned as a starting point or arrival point for all sorts of feats,
including the still-unbeaten record of solo-driving across Africa by Franz, offers a wonderful opportunity for
a final friendly cocktail-dinner reception perfectly in tune with the "Driver" spirit.

WHERE?
South Africa

WHEN?
From Monday 15 to Wednesday 24 March 2021.

WHAT?

Touring, sports or GT cars, of any age, any
type, total number limited.

HOW?

2,500 km from East London to Cape Town
in 8 stages.

HOW MUCH?

€ 25,000 net per crew all inclusive
(airfare tickets not included)

Franz Hummel,
racing driver, record-holder and
events organizer
As a child, he would watch his father race round the mythical Autodrome de
Linas-Montlhéry, close to Paris. And, since that moment, the car bug's never
left him!
As a racing driver, he finished 3rd in the 1973 Volant Shell on the Magny-Cours
Circuit and became an instructor for the prestigious Winfield Racing School.
In 1975, he took part in his first 24 Hours of Le Mans with a Lola Roc 2 litres. In
1977, he raced in the Monte-Carlo Rally with a Renault Alpine and the 24 Hours
of Le Mans with a Porsche 934 Turbo. In 1986, along with Jean-Pierre Malcher,
he won the 6th edition of the 24-hour Chamonix Ice Race with Official Citroën
Visa. In 1992, he participated in the 1st edition of Paris-Moscow-Beijing.
A record-holder, he has literally pulverized several cross-continent times,
including the solo drive from Cape Town to Algiers (Video click : Transafrican
Challenge 1990). With this still-unbeaten record, he won the "1991 Master of
Human Adventure" in front of Hubert Auriol & Ari Vatanen.
Franz was awarded the Legion of Honor in 2006 by the great mountaineer
Maurice Herzog as a racing driver… and a car event organizer, his second
passion. He was involved in the 1970 Ronde Hivernale (Wintertime Round) and
continued to develop the 24-hour Chamonix Ice Race. Based on an idea from
Rémi Depoix, Franz launched the Festival Automobile de Chamonix hand-inhand with Rémi. Franz also created ice races in Canada, Finland, Italy and
Russia with the FIA. As well as Les Week-Ends de l’Excellence Automobile
de Reims-Gueux and Les Grandes Heures Automobiles… on the Autodrome
where he would watch his father race.
It will be a great pleasure for Franz to return to Cape Town and to share this
incredible moment with you.

The Driver's Rally: a name offering a fitting tribute to an iconic place
The Driver's Rally was created to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Cape
Town - Algiers solo-drive record set by Franz Hummel. Its name is a fitting
tribute to "Driver", an emblematic piano bar in Chamonix which this same
Franz created back in 1981. During the 24-hour Chamonix Ice Race, all
the great racing drivers, the jury and the awards' winners of the Festival
Automobile used to meet up in this pub and spent some unforgettable times
there. An atmosphere and spirit which will infuse this rally.

A prestigious partner.
Laurent Ferrier, an automobile enthusiast, took third place in the overall 24
Hours of Le Mans ranking in 1979 behind the wheel of a Porsche 935T. Caught up
in the euphoria of ranking third, Laurent and his partner François Servanin, who
is also fascinated by watchmaking, set themselves the challenge to create their
own watch - an exploit met some 30 years on.
Free from pressures and ties, and drawing on his experience of over 37 years in
a leading Fine Watchmaking firm, he designs the timepieces of his dreams. In
2010, he gave his name to his brand: "Laurent Ferrier". He took the bold step of
developing his own calibres to remain totally independent.
Far from the frenzy of high design and the quest for originality at any cost,
he proposes a return to fundamental values. His timepieces are created,
assembled, decorated and adjusted in his own Geneva workshops, remaining
true to traditional stylistic codes yet infused with state-of-the-art engineering.
www.laurentferrier.ch

YOUR VEHICLE,

shipped in a closed container.
From the moment it leaves your departure point to the moment it returns,
your vehicle will be the focus of our attention and we will take charge of all
formalities for you. Before it travels in its closed container, we can pick it up in
Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Bordeaux…

THE ORGANIZATION,
a finely-tuned team.
A rally can't be set up with a click of fingers. For the Driver's Rally, Franz can count on a loyal
team which has been working with him for a long time organizing these signature events.
Events where transport and logistics on the ground are forever the focus of the organizers'
attention to ensure participants can keep their minds clear.

ASSISTANCE,

on hand over all stages.
The Driver's Rally provides permanent mechanical assistance on-site. Our team
of mechanics will take care of your every need 24/7, whatever your concerns
or issues. The team has the vehicles and resource required if ever you need to
be repatriated.

PARIS

creator of extraordinary
journeys.

Ailes Paris, The Driver's Rally partner, is the Parisian branch of the Swiss Ailes
agency, creator of extraordinary bespoke journeys around the world. Magali
Pavard, fascinated by Africa and at the helm of the Parisian agency, has been
imagining bespoke travel for over 20 years. Under Franz Hummel's guidance,
she infuses our rally with her enthusiasm, curiosity and creativity-driven
expertise and know-how. Deeply attached to the soul of South Africa, Magali
and her exclusive on-site partner are inspired by the desire to delight you. If
you so wish, she can book all your flights but can also propose highly-original
ideas should you wish to extend your stay.
www.ailes.ch
magali.pavard@ailes.ch
+33 6 83 51 92 46

The Driver's Rally extras:
Regularity events
Our rally will include 4 regularity events. The
East London circuit, two on private roads and
one on the Killarney International Raceway in
Cape Town. All this, of course, for the purpose
of naming the 1st winners of the 1st Driver’s
Rally!
Attire
Each team will receive the official Driver's
Rally kit.
Well-known racing driver
A celebrated racing driver will be on location
throughout the Driver's Rally. Should you
wish, he can embark on-board your own car
and share the route with you.
Evening events with auto lovers
Social get-togethers will offer the opportunity
to discover and get to know personalities
from the automobile world.

Souvenir book
A souvenir book will be offered to participants
with photos shot during the Driver's Rally
2021.
Video report
Jean-Louis Mourey, director of the legendary
film "Climb Dance", shot at Pikes Peak,
starring Ari Vatanen, will join up with Jeff
Lehalle, with whom he made the film of
Franz's record some 30 years ago. This great
reunion will see the making of the Driver's
Rally 2021 souvenir film which participants
will receive.
Numbered lithograph
A numbered lithograph featuring the
Driver's Rally 2021 visual will be offered to
each participating team.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
VEHICLES ACCEPTED

LOGISTICS

Touring, sports or GT cars, of any age, any type.

- A vehicle will be specially chartered to handle your luggage from one hotel to
another.
- A minibus will follow the rally with seats available for passengers.

FORMALITIES
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- For you: valid passport, valid for at least 6 months after the return date, with at
least 4 consecutive blank pages for customs stamps.
- For your vehicle: carnet de passage en douane (CPD).

ENTRY FEE
€ 25,000 net per crew all inclusive (airfare tickets not included).

AIRFARES

SAFETY & SECURITY
You will be in constant contact with the organizing team.
Each hotel has a security-steward service for your vehicle when you arrive.

TEMPERATURES
Welcome to summertime with maximum temperatures of around 24°C
in East London and 22°C in Cape Town.

Air travel is to be booked by you to make it easier for those who wish to extend their
stay before and/or after the rally. "Ailes Paris" is on hand to book your flights. But
also to propose extra discovery ideas: Cape Town & its vineyards, luxury safaris in
the Kalahari or across privately-owned reserves in South Africa, out-of-the-ordinary
overnight stays in Botswana, Namibia and Mozambique: feel free to contact Magali.
magali.pavard@ailes.ch
+33 6 83 51 92 46

ACCOMMODATION
9 nights in luxury 4- or 5-star hotels with breakfast included. Accommodation in
double rooms (double bed), twin rooms (2 single beds) or single rooms (single) based
on availabilities and at extra cost.

MEALS
8 dinners for two people included beverage package.
2 brunchs for two people.
6 lunchboxes for two people.

PRISE GIVING
Event-closing cocktail-dinner reception for two people.

CONTACTS
Franz HUMMEL

Pierre SABY

Sarl Driver

Jean-Luc FOURNIER

franz.hummel@driversrally.com
+33 6 08 62 84 70

88, chemin des Orcettes
74400 Chamonix Mont-Blanc
France

pierre.saby@driversrally.com
+33 6 08 84 09 57

jeanluc.fournier@driversrally.com
+33 6 13 72 41 16

Gérard CUIF

gerard.cuif@driversrally.com
+33 6 30 21 55 00
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"30 years after my record, I'm delighted to be returning to this amazing country and
to be sharing this incredible moment with lovers of adventure and automobiles!"
Franz
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